Boost awareness.
Reduce incidents.

Do your facilities incur frequent incidents, resulting in OHSA fines, workers compensation claims and costly downtime? If so, you probably face congestion, high traffic and operator turnover. Help enhance operator and pedestrian awareness by reinforcing lift truck best practices with automatic truck performance controls - all with the operator remaining in control of the lift truck.

Get to know Yale Reliant - the advanced technology designed to boost situational awareness and drive operational change.

Overload arrest to prevent lifting and carrying loads that exceed weight limits

Automatic speed reductions when cornering or when a load is raised or in unfavorable tilt positions

Location-based fork height restriction to help avoid low-hanging beams or other obstacles

End of aisle slowdown when approaching the end of an aisle or intersection

Prevent equipment from entering designated pedestrian-only zones

Limited speed and acceleration when moving in pedestrian-heavy areas

Line of sight support to help reinforce operator awareness

To learn more, visit us at www.yale.com.
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